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IS A FINANCIAL TYPHOON SENDONG THREATENING YOUR WEALTH?
MANILA, PHILIPPINES: Even though the Philippines has largely seemed to escape the
worst of the current global recession shadow, storm clouds of financial death are
forming over the nation. The rapid rise in cost of several staples of daily living in the
Philippines are just one sign of what’s to come; one wealth coach has emerged with not
only a cure, but immunization against poverty which will soon wipe out the unprepared.
The biggest problem is a lack of education about how to protect your life savings.
“The way the average Filipino is letting central banks rob from their nest egg is a real
scandal,” says author and wealth coach David Newby. “To do something about it,
convert part of your savings and investments to physically owning gold and silver coins
and make sure to buy them the right way.”
Most pinoys are better served taking a lump sum option for their pension and converting
half of their cash savings to gold and silver to protect themselves from inflation to come.
Newby is the author of “Treasure Islands: Your Guide to Buying and Safely Selling Gold
& Silver in the Philippines” a book that reveals the global financial picture in detail and
shows you the steps to now protect your money. He is founder of www.PinoyGold.com.
He is a strategist taking what money people have today and helping them grow it into a
life support system for generations to come. Newby is a wealth coach who semi-retired
at age 32, and he shows people how to possibly increase the purchasing power of their
savings by 20-50 times in the next 3-10 years with money they already have.
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